In the air

Safety first - care for detail

DG Office.net

DGOffice.net is the online software suite that contains everything to manage all of your dangerous goods related activities. It saves you time and money and reduces failure because it takes care of all the necessary paperwork. Its modular design allows you to pick just the software modules you require. When your needs change, expand at the mere click of a button. DGOffice.net is constantly updated to continuously comply with the applicable rules and regulations.

DGM|SDG

DGM SDG is headquartered in Kolding, Denmark with development centers in Denmark, Norway and The Netherlands and sales and support offices and representatives throughout the U.S., Europe, and Asia Pacific.

The DGOffice.net software suite covers all areas within ADR, 49 CFR, TDG, ADG, ADNR, RID, IMDG, ICAO/IATA and the environment.

It is designed to operate together with the most common administrative computer systems. Across the globe thousands of users benefit from DGOffice.net supporting their trading, storage, handling and transportation of dangerous goods or hazardous material.
DG Transport - air is a module of DGOffice.net. This software suite takes care of all of your dangerous goods related activities, reducing risk and cost involved. With DGOffice.net you save time and thus money, because the system handles all the necessary paperwork, from required printed forms and documents to self-adhesive materials. It also offers you all of the latest regulatory information at the touch of a button. With DGOffice.net you stay tuned to all that is happening in your field and to all that is required to run your operation smoothly.

DG Transport - air: care for safe flights

Air transportation of Dangerous Goods is subject to many rules and regulations. The DG Transport - air module of DG Office.net offers you all you need to comply with all of the rules and regulations that apply. It simply enables you to transport the goods in the correct way accompanied by accurate and compliant documentation. Non-compliance with these rules and regulation means most of the time long delays and high fines!

Regulatory Information
DGOffice.net gives you all necessary regulatory information to prepare your shipment. The Packing Instructions are formatted per UN number and the information regarding Special Provisions, State & Operator Variations, Excepted Quantities and Labels & Marks can be viewed on screen or printed for each individual substance.

Documentation
Documentation is crucial for shipping Dangerous Goods by air; therefore the preparation of the Shippers Declaration of Dangerous Goods in DGOffice.net is highly automated. It dramatically reduces the time you otherwise needed to spend on it and reduces the error rate to a minimum.

Each UN number is listed per Packing Group to be able to determine the Packing Instruction and by that the allowed Packaging types. DGOffice.net supports multiple substances in one package and has built-in segregation rules for each substance to determine if it can be packed together. Automatic calculation of the Q-value completes this subject.

Radioactive Materials and Explosives have their own special requirements. DGOffice.net supports both types of materials by guiding you through different information requests. Additional information requirements, like approvals, authorizations, etc. normally take a lot of time. With DG Transport - air, all of these subjects are automated where possible to save you time and prevent you from making mistakes.

The printed document is formatted according the IATA standard and does not need pre-printed paper.

DG Transport - air also supports the ESG-01 state variation which requires the use of a Spanish/English document.